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Theory of Science and Technology Transfer and Applications (Systems Evaluation, Prediction and Decision-Making)Auerbach Publications, 2009
Constructive Suggestions for Efficiently Implementing Technology Transfer

Theory of Science and Technology Transfer and Applications presents the mechanisms, features, effects, and modes of technology transfer. It addresses the measurement, cost, benefit, optimal allocation, and game theory of technology transfer,...
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Grow Your Global Markets: A Handbook for Successful Market EntryApress, 2017

	Use this comprehensive primer to simplify exporting, discover exportable products and services, and determine and select the best target market entry alternative while ensuring that you get paid. US small- to medium-size business owners (SMEs with less than 500 employees) interested in entering foreign markets will learn how to overcome the...
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Professional ASP.NET 2.0 Design: CSS, Themes, and Master Pages (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2007
With ASP.NET 2.0, .NET developers finally have the tools in their hands to effortlessly create aesthetically pleasing web application interface designs that can be easily carried forward to create a consistent look and feel to their site. In this book you'll see how to join these new ASP.NET tools with universal web standards like CSS, color,...
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Cost Management: Accounting and Control, 6th EditionSouth-Western College, 2007


	Over the past twenty years, changes in the business environment have profoundly

	affected cost accounting and cost management. A few examples of these changes

	are an increased emphasis on providing value to customers, total quality management,

	time as a competitive element, advances in information and manufacturing technology,...
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Architectural Issues of Web-Enabled Electronic BusinessIdea Group Publishing, 2002
Web technologies play a critical role in today’s web-enabled e-Business. A key to success in applying the web-based technologies to the real world problems lies in understanding the architectural issues and developing the appropriate methodologies and tools for designing e-Business systems. The main purpose of Architectural Issues of...
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Barron's Finance & Investment Handbook (5th ed)Barron's Educational Series, 1998

	People retiring in the early years of the 21st century, the so-called baby boom generation, have witnessed a

	revolution in the world of finance and investment during their working years. The forces of globalization assure that

	their children, now in their earning years, face a future just as dynamic.





	Deregulation of the...
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Shoestring Venture: The Startup BibleIuniverse Inc, 2008

	A Consultant in a Book

	For the millions who start a new business every year on the barest of resources, Shoestring Venture: The Startup Bible is like hiring a high-level consultant to deal with the bewildering maze of issues from finance to marketing to technology that all entrepreneurs...
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Getting Started with Oracle SOA B2B Integration: A Hands-On TutorialPackt Publishing, 2013

	Enterprises engaging in B2B communications with their trading partners are facing increased pressure to increase automation and reduce costs. Increased compliance requirements and globalization of economies is fueling B2B adoption in every industry. Gateway solutions in Oracle SOA B2B enable these enterprises to connect easily with external...
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E-Business Globalization Solution Design Guide: Getting Started (Ibm Redbooks.)IBM Press, 2004
This Redbook presents a globalization architecture, a working example, and an accompanying set of methodologies. It explains from the customer's point of view how to plan and then design a multilingual solution.

The Internet transcends national boundaries and geographical barriers. Many e-business entities have sought help from IBM in...
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Special Edition Using Microsoft Office PowerPoint 2003Que, 2003
The ONLY comprehensive resource readers need to learn Microsoft's powerful presentation application! Special Edition Using Microsoft Office PowerPoint 2003 is intended for experienced computer users who want to be able to utilize PowerPoint's more sophisticated features. The focus of this book is to get you up and running quickly, and then spend...
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Philanthropy in a Flat World: Inspiration Through Globalization (The AFP/Wiley Fund Development Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2009
According to Thomas Friedman, our world is now flat—with lowered trade and political barriers and unimagined technical advances that have made it possible to do business, or almost anything else, instantaneously with billions of other people across the planet—but what does that mean for your nonprofit organization, whether it's new or...
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New Ecoinformatics Tools in Environmental Science: Applications and Decision-making (Environmental Earth Sciences)Springer, 2015

	This book provides new insights on the study of global environmental changes using the ecoinformatics tools and the adaptive-evolutionary technology of geoinformation monitoring. The main advantage of this book is that it gathers and presents extensive interdisciplinary expertise in the parameterization of global biogeochemical cycles and...
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